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Before you post something
on Social Media, READ
THIS!
With 95 million photos and videos shared on Instagram per day, it can be tough to
stand out, cut through the clutter and actually connect with your audience.
How do I even build a community online that CARES about what I am posting or have
to say?
Well, it’s simple.
No, it doesn’t require over thinking or spending all day coming up with a post. This is
meant to make you more efficient.
So what is it
Well, before you post something on social media ask yourself:
•

is my post engaging?

•

is my post educational?

•

is my post impactful?

•

is my post providing value?

If you answered no to any of these, don’t post it.
Let’s dive deeper…

Is my post engaging?
Is your post engaging your followers? What’s this mean?
Well, does it actually get your followers involved in any way? If you answered no, then
keep reading and see if you should still post it :)...
This is a simple one and there’s simple ways to make a post engaging:

•

Post the latest real estate trend and ask what your followers think about how it’ll
affect the market.

•

Ask for feedback from your followers.

•

Post a picture of your favorite coffee and ask what their favorite coffee is.

Simple, right?
I encourage you NOT to just ask a question as a caption, but provide some context to
the piece of content you’re posting. If it is in fact a coffee shop you’re posting about;
talk about how much you love coffee shops because it’s a chill place to work. Or, that
it’s the BEST coffee you’ve ever had after trying every coffee shop in the city. Catch
their attention, then ask the question.
The outcome? More relatable content. Hear from your followers. It shows you care
what your followers think. It shows you want to build a community.
Below, you’ll see it in action. Simple: “should I create more edits like this?”

Is my post educating?
This is especially important if you’re a brand or building a brand.
Gary Vaynerchuk always says that “once you start looking at yourself as a media
company, then you’re going to win.”
This means, position yourself as an EXPERT in your industry.
The easiest way to do this without writing a huge blog (like what you’re reading
now), is to write it in a caption.
For example: If you’re a real estate agent, post a picture of you working, the city you
work in, and talk about the latest real estate news and trends (stats, etc).
If you’re a coffee shop, post about what goes into a cappuccino and why your beans
are superior.
If you’re a golf shop, talk about the fundamentals of a good golf swing.
The outcome? You’ll be a RESOURCE versus visual entertainment with no value.

Is my post impactful?
Let’s define impact:
•

Impact noun [ U ] (EFFECT): the strong effect or influence that something has
on a situation or person.

Great. Now think about this before you post something. How can your post give
someone “feels” and that STRONG impact?
Is it a quote? Is it a story? Does it involve you getting vulnerable?
That’s for you to decide.

Is my post providing value?
Attention everyone: the selfie in front of a ferrari, telling people how much money
you make, or the girls and their booty pictures - this isn’t how you do it.
This is very similar to the “educating” point, but can be different.
If you are posting about your favorite Mexican restaurant, that’s valuable, because
people are learning about a new restaurant in the area. That’s great!
If you are a real estate agent and have a new listing you’re posting - what makes this
home different? We know that it has 3 bedrooms and 2 baths - but how does that
strike a cord with your followers? Maybe talk about something going on in the
neighborhood that’s going to impact and increase the value of the home?
The outcome?
People will look forward to your content.

In conclusion…
This was less meant to tell you how to do anything and more to help GUIDE you as you
seek to grow your brand.
I encourage you next time you’re thinking about posting something to ask yourself
these four questions and see if that changes your caption of photo.

Thanks for reading!

